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Characters Map for Cuneiform Writing System
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Abstract
Writing system method for a situated about unmistakable marks that would
related, by convention, on exactly specific structural level about language.
Cuneiform speaks to a standout amongst those most punctual What's more
practically persuasive Writing systems of the reality. The aim of this paper is to
develop the character map utility included with Microsoft Windows operating
systems to view the characters in designed font for special ancient Cuneiform
writing system using Unicode standard. The proposed method focused on
replacing the block of Cuneiform symbols in Unicode which located in Plane1 by
the block in Plane0, in another word, change the glyphs of symbols in Plane0 to
desired glyphs. The vitality of the paper one task lies Previously, preserving the
history and legacy of ancient Writing systems and make it accessible as naturally
manner. It Additionally facilitates should the individuals who interested writers in
the ancient languages.
Keywords: Writing system, Cuneiform Glyphs, Open type font, Character map.

: انخالصت
.تعذ انظًت انكتابت هً يجًىعت ين انزيىس وانعالياث انًزئٍت وانًتعهقت بانهٍكم انخاص بهغت يعٍنت
 انهذف ين انبحج هى تطىٌز خارطت.انكتابت انًسًارٌت هً احذ انظًت انكتابت انقذًٌت وانًهًت فً انعانى
انزيىس انًتضًنت يع نظاو انتشغٍم انىنذوس الظهار انزيىس انًسًارٌت بىاسطت تصًٍى خظ نهذا انغزض
 انطزٌقت انًقتزحت تتضًن ابذال كتهت انزيىس انخاصت بانكتابت انًسًارٌت.وانذي ٌعتًذ عهى تزيٍش انٍىنٍكىد
ً هذا ٌعنً ابذال شكم انزيىس انًىجىدة ف، 0  انى كتهت انزيىس انًىجىدة بانهىح1 انًىجىدة فً انهىح
. ين انٍىنٍكىد باشكال جذٌذة خاصت بانزيىس انًسًارٌت0 انهىح
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تكًن حٍىٌت هذا انبحج هى فً انحفاظ عهى انتارٌخ واالرث انخاص بانظًت انكتابت انقذًٌت وجعهها يتىفزة
 باالضافت انى انتسهٍالث نهًهتًٍن ببحىث،ويزئٍت تهقائٍا فً خارطت انزيىس وكذنك فً يحزر اننصىص
. انهغاث انقذًٌت
1. Introduction
The collection of visible, perceptible or physical signs which used to
represent elements of language in a regular style called a writing system. In
historical periods, writing used as one of the "signs" of civilization by scientists.
While it is a fact that writing systems look to improve in agricultural and urban
cultures, it is not a requirement for civilization[1].
Writing, is a set of visible and perceptual marks which are relevant to some
specific level of language, these set form of human communication . A writing
system, denoted to as a "script" or "an orthography", contains of a collection of
visible marks, called characters or graphs that are related to some structure in the
linguistic system. Once a character represents a meaningful unit, such as a word
or a morpheme, the orthography is called a "logographic writing system"; if it
denotes a syllable, it is called a "syllabic writing system"; if a segment of a
syllable, it is called a "consonantal writing system"; and if a phoneme, it is called
an "alphabetic system". see figure(1)[2]:

Figure1. Types of writing systems

When human societies being more complex, those trying to control them found
that their memories were overworked. What they needed was an external store
device. What they came up with is writing[3].
The process of connecting over writing began in 3100 B.C by the Sumerians.
They began sharing information by pictograms, pictures of specific ideas, animals
or objects, and then moved to semasiography, a way of ordering the pictures in a
specific order to understand the statement and is easier to identify the meaning.
[4].
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Cuneiform – or 'Heavenly Writing' as this writing system is also called –
represents one of the initial and most powerful writing systems of the world.
Today, it is generally assumed that it was generated by the Sumerians, but since
the most ancient tablets written in so-called "proto-cuneiform" are not yet
decoded [5].
2. Character Map
The Character map is a useful utility involved with Windows operating
systems. For any installed font, the purpose of Character map is to view and
copy the characters in to the clipboard instate of inputting them, It can be opened
via the command line or Run Command dialog using the 'charmap' command.
Usually it is suitable for arriving special characters.
There are Unicode fonts which the characters can be gathered by
their Unicode sub range. Though the Unicode standard extends character field to
plane 16 and many fonts, this tool only supports characters on plane 0 (between
U+0000 and U+FFFF) [6].
The aim of this paper is to develop the character map utility included
with Windows operating systems to make the characters in designed font for
special ancient Cuneiform writing system are visible using Unicode standard.
The proposed method focused on replacing the block of Cuneiform symbols
in Unicode which located in Plane1 by the block in Plain0, in another word,
change the glyphs of symbols in Plane0 to desired glyphs. The importance of
the paper project lies in preserving the history and legacy of ancient writing
system and make it available as automatically way. It also facilitates to those
who are interested authors in the ancient civilization. Rest of this paper is
organized as follows. Related works explained in section 3, Section 4
introduces details of Unicode standard, , Proposed method for Ancient
Cuneiform Writing System is explained in section 5, Finally conclusions are
provided in Section 6.
3. Related work
There are many researches concerned to composing arrangement of ancient
writing system and designing related font. Subodh K. et al. developed and
distributed wide advanced libraries of these aged tablets of wet dirt. They also
introduce visualization prerequisites and calculations for processing them [ 7].
George Williams (George Williams, 2003) describe in his paper the automatic
creation of accented characters, and how to add advanced features as well as the
basic such as ligatures and kerning pairs to a font[8] . Karel Piška (Karel Piška,
2004) in his paper summarizes skills in creation Type 1 Fonts by converting
metafont fonts to PostScript fonts. An improvement process is established with
public Indic fonts (Devanagari, Malayalam). Also the features, advantages and
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disadvantages of various techniques was discussed in this paper[9]. Hilal M. et
al. proposed new half and half written work supervisor for Cuneiform dialect
with three classifications of symbols (assurian, Sumerian, Akkadian) . Any
image might be embedded as picture in suitable size as stated by content font
size [10]. Karel Piška (Karel Piška, 2008) produce a cuneiform font collection
involve( Akkadian, Ugaritic and Old Persian glyph subsets (about 600 signs) two
steps. In his paper generate intermediate Type 1 fonts, and then construct
OpenType fonts using FontForge[11].
4.Unicode Allocation
―Unicode‖ refers to the Unicode Standard which defines character
encodings for the writing systems of the world. It is an encoding scheme
developed by the Unicode Consortium incorporated under the name Uni code,
Inc. in 1991 and the ISO[12]. Any characters in computer need to be coded as
numbers. A classic agreement is to use numbers from 0 to 255, because that
range fits into a basic unit of data storing and transfer, called a (8-bit)
byte[12]. But it would be unreasonable, inadequate, and impossible, to define
256-character codes for all the possible language combinations. Unicode is
the solution[13]. Unicode's goal is to solve this issue by using more than one
byte for each character[14]. The organization of Code points may range from
0 to 0x10FFFF (= 1,114,111) which divide this range into 17 planes,
numbered from 0 to 16. Of these 17 planes, only 6 are currently ―populated‖ ,
see Figure2[15].

Figure2. Types of writing systems

Basic Multilingual Plane. The Basic Multilingual Plane (BMP, or Plane 0) All
textual data can be found in the BMP. It contains the characters for all the modern
scripts of the world, also many historical and unusual characters.
Supplementary Multilingual Plane. The Supplementary Multilingual Plane
(SMP, or
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Plane 1) is devoted to the encoding of characters which either could not be fit into
the BMP or see very infrequent usage. This includes many historic scripts, a
number of lesser-used contemporary scripts, special-purpose invented scripts,
notational systems or large pictographic symbol sets, and occasionally historic
extensions of scripts whose core sets are encoded on the BMP.
Supplementary Ideographic Plane. The Supplementary Ideographic Plane (SIP,
or Plane 2) is planned as an extra portion area for those CJK characters that could
not be fit in the blocks set sideways for more common CJK characters in the
BMP. While there are a small number of common-use CJK characters in the SIP .
Supplementary Special-purpose Plane. (SSP, or Plane 14) is the spillover
allocation area for format control characters that do not fit into the small
allocation areas for format control characters in the BMP.
Private Use Planes. (Planes 15 and 16) are allocated, in their entirety, for private
use. Those two planes have a 131,068 characters to supplement the 6,400 privateuse characters located in the BMP.
5. Materials and method
In this section, we explain methodology of assignment Cuneiform symbols in
characters map, in addition, present font outline and basics of font production.
5.1. Font outline
A font is a photographic communication that is connected to a collection of
numbers, characters, and images. A font represents a particular typeface, together
with different qualities, for example, size, pitch, and separating. Fonts are utilized
to show message on the screen and to print content. Fonts have different styles,
for example, italic, strong, and striking italic[16].
A glyphs, are images, drawings, physical marks of black ink on a white
background. When the reader enters the digital space for writing, the keys on the
keyboard are marked with glyphs; when a key is pressed, a character is
transmitted to the system, which, in turn displays glyphs on the screen[17]. The
way that the glyph for each character is stored in the individual font-resource file
concert to font file data formats. According to this, the font classes are[14]:
 Bitmap fonts: also known as system fonts, raster fonts, , or screen fonts.
 Outline fonts (called vector fonts): a set of lines and curves to define the
border of glyphs, which makes the character outlines scalable to any size.
 Stroke fonts: utilize a advance of determined lines and additional data to
characterize the profile, or size and state of the line in a particular face
which, together, portray the presence of the glyph.
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5.2. Font production
The process in which a series of characters typed on the keyboard are transformed
into a series of glyphs displayed on the screen is quite complex. It include the
encoding of characters and their glyphs.
 Technology of character encoding (Unicode): Unicode is, among other
things, a huge catalog of characters including all the writing scripts in the
world. One of the purposes of Unicode is to provide a unique code for
every character [13].
 Glyphs: Glyphs are the graphic signs of a font. They can be linked to a
character code or not, they can represent one or more characters [13].
5.3. Basics methodology of Cuneiform characters map
In this section, we describe the proposed work in detail; Many steps must be
followed to assignment Cuneiform symbols in character map. The steps of works
was explained in the following:
1. Determine and create the glyphs of Cuneiform symbols.
2. Determine the desired block in Plane0 to replace Cuneiform symbols
glyphs.
3. Add specific Features.
4. Test the resulting font.
5.3.1. Determine and create the glyphs of Cuneiform symbols
The word "glyph" plays a major role in a font and a typeface where a glyph
can be defined as an element of writing and is a vague term in typography
especially in multi lingual fonts. The glyph of letters in electronic font can be
created by using (Font Creator) program, This step (design of font) involve all
glyphs of Cuneiform symbols. The Cuneiform symbols located in Plane1 started
from U12000-U12543. Example of cuneiform glyphs explained in figure 3.

Figure 3 . Glyphs of Cuneiform symbols
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This step was covered by take a snapshot for each symbol and save it as .png
image to used as glyphs in font creator tools, see figure 4 .

Figure4. Snapshot of symbols

5.3.2. Determine the desired block in Plane0 for replacing
In this paper, we replace the cuneiform symbols located in Plane1 to Plane0
which starting with Latin symbols. Figure 5 shows the Basic Multilingual Plane
(BMP) in an expanded format to illustrate the allocation substructure of that plane
in more detail, and Plane 1, the Supplementary Multilingual Plane (SMP), in
expanded format to illustrate the allocation substructure of that plane in more
detail. That mean use the code of Plane0 with glyphs of Plane1.

a

b
Figure5. a: Plane0 , b: Plane1
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Table 1 explain the idea of this work, the glyphs of specific code different from font
type to another.
Table 1. Different glyphs for specific code
Font Type
Arial
Times New Roman
Wide Latin
MV Boli

Unicode

Glyphs

0041
0041
0041
0041

A
A
A

Cuneiform (proposed font)

0041

A

5.3.3.Add specific Features
The features of font are kerning between symbols , size of glyphs, define the
script (or scripts) that the font will address. The result of this step is true type file
with extension .ttf, see Figure 6.

Figure 6. Designed font

5.3.4. Test the resulting font
Finally, when the design and programming of imitated font was done completely,
the resulting font must be tested and evaluation. When the evaluation is goodwill,
the designed font was installed in computer by name "Cuneiform" and it is
already appear automatically in character map to use in any word processing
software.
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Figure7. Character map of cuneiform symbols

6. Conclusion
In this paper, New methods was proposed to replace blocks in Plane1 to
blocks in Plane0. There are no way to display the cuneiform symbols in word
processing software , there for the objective of this paper is to appear these
symbols automatically in characters map. This works done by font creator tools to
design our font. By using Opentype font, the owner can be update the font by add
new features to it to increase the number of glyphs in produced font. Finally, this
research regard as one a way to preserving the history and legacy of our
civilization by involve the symbols in any text editor.
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